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Abstract. Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) is one of the most
successful branches of Logic Programming; it attracts the interest of the-
oreticians and practitioners, and it is currently used in many commercial
applications. Since the original proposal, it has developed enormously:
many languages and systems are now available either as open source
programs or as commercial systems.
Also, CLP has been one of the technologies able to recruit researchers
from other communities to the declarative programming cause. Current
CLP engines include technologies and results developed in other commu-
nities, which themselves discovered logic as an invaluable tool to model
and solve real-life problems.
1 The CLP Paradigm
Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) [7] represents a successful attempt to
merge the best features of logic programming (LP) and constraint solving.
Constraint solving [127,6,56,31] includes a variety of expressive modelling
frameworks and eﬃcient solving tools for real-life problems that can be de-
scribed via a set of variables and constraints over them. A constraint is just
a restriction imposed over the combination of values of some variables of the
problem. Solving a problem with constraints means ﬁnding a way to assign val-
ues to all its variables such that all constraints are satisﬁed. Constraint solving
methods have been successfully applied to many application domains, such as
scheduling, planning, resource allocation, vehicle routing, computer networks,
and bioinformatics [137,127,51].
Embedding the notion of constraint into a high-level programming language
allows for a more ﬂexible and practical constraint processing environment, where
constraints can be represented as formulae and can be incrementally accumu-
lated. Moreover, the presence of constraints in a programming language usually
augments its expressive power, in the sense that some complex relations can be
deﬁned easily by means of constraints, and there are also eﬃcient techniques to
prove them.
For these reasons, constraints have been embedded in many programming
environments, but some are more suitable than others. For example, the fact
that constraints can be seen as relations or predicates, that constraint solving
can be seen as a generalized form of uniﬁcation, that their conjunction can be
seen as a logical and, and that backtracking search is the base methodology to
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solve them, makes them very compatible with logic programming, which is based
on predicates, uniﬁcation, logical conjunctions, and depth-ﬁrst search.
These observations led to the development of the CLP paradigm, where con-
straints are embedded in the logic programming paradigm. The main goal is to
maintain a declarative programming paradigm while increasing expressivity and
eﬃciency via the use of speciﬁc constraint sorts and algorithms.
The ﬁrst CLP language was Prolog II [42], designed by Colmerauer in the early
80’s. Prolog II could treat term equations like Prolog, but in addition could also
handle term disequations. After this, Jaﬀar and Lassez observed that both term
equations and disequations were just a special form of constraints, and developed
the concept of a constraint logic programming scheme in 1987 [99].
Syntactically, constraints are added to logic programming by considering a
speciﬁc constraint sort (e.g., linear equations over the reals) and then allowing
constraints of this type in the body of the usual logic programming clauses.
Beside the classical resolution engine of logic programming, a (complete or in-
complete) constraint solving system is added, able to check the consistency of
constraints of the considered sort. Moving from LP to CLP, the concept of uni-
ﬁcation is generalized to constraint solving: the relationship between a goal and
a clause (to be used in a resolution step) can be described not only via term
equations but via more general statements, i.e., constraints. This allows for a
more general and ﬂexible way to control the ﬂow of the computation. Also, the
presence of an underlying constraint solver, usually based on incomplete con-
straint propagation of some sort, allows one to alternate backtracking search (as
in classical LP) with eﬃcient constraint propagation, thus generating a more
eﬃcient solver, that is nevertheless complete, being based on systematic search.
More precisely, a CLP clause is just like an LP clause, except that its body
may contain also constraints of the considered sort. For example, if we can use
linear inequations over the reals, a CLP clause could be:
p(X,Y) :- X < Y+1, q(X), r(X,Y,Z).
Logically speaking, this clause states that p(X,Y) is true if q(X) and r(X,Y,Z)
are true, and if the value of x is smaller than that of y +1 .
From the operational point of view, in an LP resolution step, we have to check
the existence of a most general uniﬁer between the selected subgoal and the head
of a clause. In CLP, instead, we also have to check the consistency of the current
set of constraints (called the constraint store) with the constraints in the body
of the clause. Thus two solvers are involved: uniﬁcation, as usual in LP, and the
speciﬁc constraint solver for the constraints in use. To make it more eﬃcient,
this constraint solver may be not complete, that is, it may fail to discover some
inconsistencies.
While in LP a computation state consists of a goal and a substitution, in
CLP we have a goal and a constraint store. While in LP we just accumulate
substitutions during a computation, in CLP we also accumulate constraints.
Given a state  G,S ,w h e r eG is the current goal (the resolvent) and S is the
current constraint store, assume G consists of an atom A (that we want to
rewrite) and a rest R, i.e., G =( A,R). Then, at each step:66 M. Gavanelli and F. Rossi
– if A is a constraint, A is added to S and its consistency is checked through a
transition that checks if consistent(A∧S); if it is, the newstateis R,prop(S∧
A) ,w h e r eprop(C) is the result of applying some constraint propagation
algorithm (like arc-consistency) to the constraint store C;
– if instead A is a literal, and there is a clause H : −B with the same head-
predicate as A, then we add the constraint A = H to the constraint store,
check its consistency, and replace A with B in the resolvent: the new goal is
then  (B,R),prop(S ∧{ A = H}) .
A CLP computation is successful if there is a way to get from the initial state
 G,true  to the goal  G,S ,w h e r eG is the empty goal and S is satisﬁable.
Derivation trees are deﬁned as in LP, except that each node in the tree now
represents both the current goal and the current constraint store. Also, in prac-
tical CLP systems, the usual depth-ﬁrst Prolog traversal mode is retained, with
subgoals selected from left to right, and clauses from the ﬁrst to the last one.
Early detection of failing computations is achieved by checking the consistency
of the current constraint store. At each node, the underlying constraint system
is automatically invoked (via function prop above) to check consistency and the
computation along this path continues only if the check is successful (although
the check itself could be incomplete). Otherwise, backtracking is performed.
Although CLP signiﬁcantly extends LP in expressive power and application
domains, it maintains its semantic properties, such as the existence of equivalent
operational, model-theoretic, and ﬁxpoint semantics [99]. Several semantics, de-
scribing diﬀerent observable properties of CLP programs, have been presented
in the literature, with signiﬁcant contributions from Italian researchers [84,94,
52,74,43,115,19]. Properties of such semantics, such as fully abstraction, com-
positionality, and correctness, have been studied in depth. The power of CLP
has also been exploited to treat negation in LP, by allowing constraints that are
equalities or inequalities over the Herbrand domain [29]. Also, constraint solving
in LP was compared with the equivalent notions in automated deduction [8].
Finally, abstract interpretation has been applied to CLP [11], but we will not
discuss the issue because it is subject of another chapter of this book [59].
2 Constraint Sorts
CLP is not a programming language, but a programming paradigm,w h i c hi s
parametric with respect to the class (sort) of constraints used in the language.
Working with a particular CLP language means choosing a speciﬁc class of con-
straints (for example, ﬁnite domains, linear, or arithmetic) and a suitable con-
straint system for that class. Notice also that uniﬁcation is not replaced,r a t h e ri t
is assisted by the speciﬁc constraint solver, since every CLP language also needs
to perform usual LP-style uniﬁcation over its variables.
Denoting a CLP language over a constraint class X as CLP(X), we can say
that logic programming is just CLP(Trees), where Trees identiﬁes the class of
term equalities, with the uniﬁcation algorithm to solve them. Other examples
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terms, strings, booleans, and real linear arithmetic, the language CLP(R) [100],
that works with both terms and arithmetic constraints over the reals.
The possibility to instantiate the CLP scheme with many constraint sorts is
one of the features that made CLP successful, since in this way the variety of
solvers added to a LP language becomes almost unlimited (e.g., [110]).
2.1 Finite Domains
A popular class of constraints used with the CLP scheme is the class of con-
straints with variables ranging over ﬁnite domains. Constraint logic program-
ming using ﬁnite domain constraints is a useful language scheme, referred to as
CLP(FD). Its applicability is very large, since many real-life problems can be
modelled via imposing a set of constraints over variables with ﬁnite domains (for
example, the wide class of Constraint Satisfaction Problems [56]). Examples can
be found in conﬁguration, scheduling, and resource allocation [56,127,12,51].
Finite domain constraints, as used within CLP languages,are usually intended
to be arithmetic constraintsoverﬁnite integerdomainvariables.Thusa CLP(FD)
language needs a constraint system which is able to perform consistency checks
andprojectionoverthiskindofconstraints.Usually,theconsistencycheckisbased
onsomekindofconstraintpropagation,suchasarc-consistency[105],someweaker
version, like bound-consistency [20], or, more rarely, path-consistency [117] (see
also Section 3.1).
Many CLP(FD) languages or environments have been developed, either in
academic or commercial environments. Constraint logic programming over ﬁnite
domains was ﬁrst implemented in the late 80’s by Pascal Van Hentenryck [135]
within the language CHIP. Since then, more sophisticated constraint propagation
algorithms have been developed and added to more recent CLP(FD) languages,
like ECLiPSe [37], GNU Prolog [60], CIAO [32], B-Prolog[141], SWI-Prolog [139]
and SICStus Prolog [35].
One of the main features of CLP(FD) languages is that they have a speciﬁc
mechanism for deﬁning the initial ﬁnite domains of the variables: usually as an
interval over the integers. For example,at y p i c a lC L P ( F D )s y n t a xt os a yt h a t
the domain of variable x contains all integers between 1 and 10 is X in [1..10],
or X::[1,10],o rfd domain(X,1,10).
Another feature of all CLP(FD) languages is the use of a built-in predicate
called labeling deﬁned over a list of variables, and which ﬁnds values for them
such that all constraints in the current store are satisﬁed. The labeling pred-
icate provides a mechanism to generate solutions, that is, variable assignments
that satisfy all accumulated constraints. More precisely, this predicate triggers
backtracking search over a set of variables. For example, the following clause
deﬁnes a problem with three ﬁnite domain variables (x, y,a n dz), each with
domain containing the integers from 1 to 10, and sets a constraint over them
(x+y =9 −z). After this, it triggers backtracking search via predicate labeling:
p(X,Y,Z) :- [X,Y,Z]::[1,10], X+Y=9-Z ,labeling([X,Y,Z]).68 M. Gavanelli and F. Rossi
The result of executing the goal :- p(X,Y,Z). is any instantiation of the three
variables over their domains which satisﬁes the constraint x + y =9− x.N o -
tice that without labeling, this same goal would return just the new domains
obtained after applying constraint propagation (together with the constraint
store). E.g., running this goal in the CLP(FD) language GNU Prolog [40] re-
turns the answer [X,Y,Z]:[1,7], meaning that the domains have been reduced
from [1..10] to [1..7] via constraint propagation. The clause above presents the
typical shape of a CLP(FD) program: ﬁrst the variable domains are speciﬁed,
then the constraints are imposed, and ﬁnally the backtracking search is invoked
via a labeling predicate. A CLP(FD) program can consist of many clauses, but
the overall structure of the program always reﬂects this order, which refers to a
methodology called constrain and generate, where ﬁrst variables are constrained
and only later (when the domains are smaller) backtracking search is invoked.
This corresponds to applying constraint propagation prior to search and there-
fore avoiding early some dead-ends.
In many CLP(FD) systems, arc-consistency is considered too expensive: for
each binary constraint one should (in general) check if for each domain element
there exists a support in the other domain. So, for each constraint involving two
variables with d elements in the domains, one has to do O(d2) constraint checks.
Since constraints are many, and arc-consistency propagation can wake many
times the same constraint, a quicker algorithm is often adopted, at the expenses
of a lower pruning. Bound consistency considers only the bounds (minimum
and maximum values) of the domains, so the number of checks is drastically
reduced. This means that, e.g., the propagation of the X =2 Y constraint will
not remove all the odd values from the domain of X, but will have to perform
only 4 checks. A powerful feature of CLP(FD) is that for each constraint one
can have a diﬀerent propagation algorithm: if we know an eﬃcient algorithm to
perform arc-consistency for a speciﬁc constraint, we can use it, even if for other
constraints the solver performs only bound consistency.
For example, consider the goal A :: [−1,0,1], B :: [−1,1], C :: [0,1], A = B,
A2 ≤ C. If all the constraints have bound-consistency propagation, no pruning
occurs, in fact all the extreme values in each domain are consistent with some
value in each other domain. On the other hand, arc-consistency propagation for
the equality constraint is very simple: one has to compute the intersection of the
two domains, which has linear complexity, instead of the expensive O(d2)o ft h e
general case. By applying arc-consistency to the A = B constraint we can remove
value 0 fromthe domainofA. Now, the bound-consistency propagationofA2 ≤ C
detects that the value 0 in the domain of C is no longer supported and removes
it, implicitly assigning 1 to C. So, by strengthening the propagation of a single
constraint (in the example, the equality constraint), we can propagate removals
also by constraints with a weak bound-consistency propagation.
Global constraints are non-binary constraints that appear often in applica-
tions and for which specialized constraint propagation methods are developed.
Sometimes those constraints are logically equivalent to the conjunction of a set of
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than applying standard arc-consistency to many binary constraints. A typical
example is the alldifferent constraint [136], which requires that n variables
have mutually diﬀerent values. Although this constraint can be deﬁned with a
binary not-equal constraint for each pair of variables, such a representation does
not allow for much domain pruning by arc-consistency. Since such a constraint
appears very often, it is worthwhile to strengthen its propagation method by em-
ploying an ad hoc ﬁltering algorithm. The concept of arc-consistencywas suitably
extended for non-binary constraints and named Generalized Arc-Consistency
(GAC). Most current CLP languages are equipped with a rich taxonomy of global
constraints. During a computation, the current constraint store in a CLP com-
putation may contain both binary and global constraints such as alldifferent.
At each step, when constraint propagation is performed, each constraint prop-
agates with its own algorithm, and achieves arc or bound-consistency. Not all
non-binary constraints have a specialized constraint propagation algorithm, just
those that occur more frequently in applications.
Other logic languages, such as Answer Set Programming (ASP) [27], address
similar types of problems addressed by CLP(FD); there are works comparing
the two approaches [63,109], and also integrating the two [15]. We will not give
more details on ASP, since it is the subject of another chapter of this book [27].
2.2 Sets
Various Italian researchersstudied the integration ofsets into logic programming.
Sets are widely used in mathematics to deﬁne new objects, and they allow for
a natural representation of concepts in AI and in software engineering. One
of the languages that integrate sets into logic programming is {log} [64], that
later evolved into the language CLP(SET)[ 6 5 ] .I nC L P ( SET), uniﬁcation is
extended to deal with variables representing sets and set objects. Prolog users
often represent collections of values as lists, but this is insuﬃcient when one needs
a set semantics. Sets intrinsically remove symmetries (see also Section 4.2), since
{1,2} and {2,1} are the same set, while for lists [1,2] and [2,1] represent diﬀerent
terms (i.e., they do not unify). In CLP(SET), {1,2} = {2,1} succeeds, as well as
{1,2,3,2} = {3,2,1,1}; moreover, one can have variables and non-ground terms as
elements of sets, so the uniﬁcation {p(X),p(2)} = {Y } succeeds, giving Y = p(2)
and X =2 .C L P ( SET) supports sets, possibly partially speciﬁed and nested like
e.g. {X,{∅}}∪ Y . Moreover, set uniﬁcation and set constraint solving has been
analysed in a modular way so as to easily replace sets with multi sets (and other
similar data structures)—see e.g. [67,66].
CLP(SET) has been used for various applications, among which to represent
actions [124], and to implement abductive reasoning [89] (see also Section 3.3).
Other eﬀorts tried to integrate reasoning on sets with the classical CLP(FD). In
one case the starting point was a visual search application [45]. Visual search and
image recognition are classical applications of CLP(FD) [45,75]. Visual search
is the task of ﬁnding an object (described in some formal way, called the object
model) in an image. CLP(FD) provides the language for describing the object
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such as lines, points, surface patches, etc.), then he/she deﬁnes the object model
by means of constraints that relate the visual features (surface s1 is orthogonal
to surface s2, etc.). Now, before CLP(FD) performs constraint propagation and
subsequent search, one has to know all the visual features in the image, as they
compose the domains of the variables. This task is performed by a segmentation
system, that takes often most of the computing time, since it has to relate the
pixels of the image with higher-level information. In order to speed up the acqui-
sition process, one can interleave constraint propagation and value acquisition;
in this way only those features actually required for solving the CSP are acquired
from the segmentation system. The classical CSP model is then extended to an
Interactive CSP [46], with corresponding solving algorithms. A corresponding
CLP language [88] uses sets to represent the domains of FD variables. Later on,
a general integration of the two sorts was proposed [50,18], which integrates sets
and ﬁnite domain variables to speedup the CLP(SET) computation.
3 Related Frameworks
3.1 Constraint Handling Rules
In classical CLP languages, solvers are embedded in the language in a hard-wired
way: each language comes with one or more solvers for some constraint sorts.
However, deﬁning a new constraint, or even a new solver, is often tricky: one
has to know (part of) the implementation of the solver itself, study the interface
for deﬁning new constraints, and implement the propagation algorithm. While
usually very eﬃcient, this approach is rather operational and not always ﬂexible.
Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) [82] represents a successful example of a high-
level, logic language for designing constraint solvers. Also, usually solvers adopt
arc or bound consistency, that look at one constraint at a time. For example,
the constraints [A,B]:[ 1 ..10], A ≤ B, B ≤ A, A  = B do not perform any
pruning, even if we can easily see that there is no solution. If we looked at
pairs of constraints, we could infer from (A ≤ B ∧ B ≤ A)t h a tA = B,a n d
from (A = B ∧ A  = B) that there is no solution. Intuitively, looking at pairs
of constraints allows one to achieve higher levels of consistency, such as path-
consistency [117].
CHR is a powerful language for modelling solvers, based on the rewriting of
constraints into simpler ones until they are solved. CHR can be seen as a CLP
language where clauses are multi-headed guarded rules for constraint rewriting.
CHR rules are of two kinds, based on the notions of simpliﬁcation and propaga-
tion over user-deﬁned constraints. Simpliﬁcation rules replace constraints by sim-
pler constraints while preserving logical equivalence. Propagation rules add new,
logically redundant constraints, which may cause further simpliﬁcations. More
precisely, a CHR program is a ﬁnite set of CHR rules. A simpliﬁcation CHR rule
is of the form H ⇔ G|B and a propagation CHR rule is of the form H ⇒ G|B.T h e
multi-head H is a conjunction of CHR constraints. The optional guard G is a con-
junction of built-in constraints. The body B is a conjunction of built-in and CHRConstraint Logic Programming 71
constraints. An example of a simpliﬁcation rule is X ≤ Y ∧ Y ≤ X ⇔ X = Y ,
while a possible propagation rules is X ≤ Y ∧ Y ≤ Z ⇒ X ≤ Z.
A state of a computation is a conjunction of built-in and CHR constraints,
and states evolve via derivation steps. An initial state (or query) is an arbitrary
state. In a ﬁnal state (or answer), either the built-in constraints are inconsis-
tent or no derivation step is possible anymore. A rule with head H and guard
G is applicable to CHR constraints H in the context of constraints D,i ft h e
underlying constraint theory entails D and ∃θ(Hθ = H ∧ Gθ). Notice that the
symbol = is to be understood as built-in constraint for syntactic equality and
is usually implemented by a (one-way) uniﬁcation. If H matches H,w ee q u a t e
H and H. This corresponds to parameter passing in conventional programming
languages, since only variables from the rule head H can be further constrained,
and all those variables are new. Finally, using the variable equalities from D and
H = H, we check the guard G.
Any of the applicable rules can be applied, but the choice of the rule is a
committed choice, thus it cannot be undone.
If an applicable simpliﬁcation rule (H ⇔ G | B) is applied to the CHR
constraints H, H is removed from the state, and the body B, the equation
H = H, and the guard G are added to the state. If a propagation rule (H ⇒
G | B) is applied to H,w ea d dB, H = H and G, but do not remove H.
CHR is now implemented in most major CLP languages (e.g., SICStus, SWI
or ECLiPSe), and the number of applications developed in CHR is impressive
(see, e.g., the web page1 “The ﬁrst ﬁfty applications using CHR”,a m o n g s tw h i c h
we ﬁnd many works of Italian researchers [4,126,22,61].)
Beside the operational semantics brieﬂy outlined above, several declarative
semantics have been deﬁned for CHR programs, and soundness and complete-
ness results have been obtained. The issue of conﬂuence has also been studied
in depth, since applicable CHR rules may be applied in any order giving rise
to resulting states with the same meaning but not necessarily the same syntax.
This may be a problem in terms of constraint solvers, since the ability to detect
the inconsistency of the current set of constraints depends also on the syntax.
Another important property is compositionality [58]. This property allows to
compute the semantics of a conjunctive query from the semantics of its compo-
nents, and is obviously very desirable since it allows to deﬁne incremental and
modular analysis and veriﬁcation tools.
Various extensions of the basic CHR language have been proposed in the
literature. For example, CHR has been extended with a probabilistic weighting
of the rules, by specifying the probability of their application [83]. In this way, it is
possible to formalise various randomised algorithms, such as simulated annealing.
3.2 Concurrent Constraint Programming
In CLP, each computation step adds new constraints to the constraint store, and
checks if the resulting store is consistent. However, the constraint store could
also be used to check whether it contains enough information to entail certain
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constraints. This is what is done in the concurrent constraint (cc) programming
paradigm [130], where several agents work concurrently with a unique constraint
store. Each agent can perform two kinds of actions: either to add (called tell)a
new constraint to the store, and proceed if this produces a consistent new store,
or to wait (called ask) until the current store entails a certain constraint, and
proceed only after this holds. In this paradigm, the concurrent agents commu-
nicate via the shared constraint store. CLP can be seen, very abstractly, as a
restriction of the cc paradigm where only tell operations are performed.
Many signiﬁcant results from Italian researchers have been obtained in deﬁn-
ing and proving properties of several diﬀerent semantics for the cc paradigm [53,
73,71]. Also, the cc paradigmhas been extended to work with soft constraints [26],
with probabilistic actions [123], and with timed operators [54,23].
We avoid entering into the details of the various research lines related to cc,
since it is the subject of another chapter of this volume [85].
3.3 Abductive Constraint Logic Programming
Logic programming is based on deductive reasoning, i.e., if we have a rule with
conditions and a conclusion, and we know that the preconditions of the rule are
true, we infer that also the conclusion is true. On the other hand, the human
mind uses also other types of inference: for example, in medical diagnosis a
physician is given a set of symptoms, that are the eﬀects of some illness, and
has to infer the illness that possibly caused such eﬀects. The inference rule that
allows one to reason from the conclusions to possible causes, or conditions, was
called abduction by the philosopher Peirce.
Abductive Logic Programming [102,101] is an extension of LP that deals with
incomplete information by performing abduction. In ALP, there are some syn-
tactically distinguished predicates that have no deﬁnition, and cannot be proven:
an abductive proof-procedure will assume their possible truth, and provide the
abduced literal in the answer. E.g., an abductive program could be:
headache :- flu.
where fluis declared as an abducible predicate. Given the query :- headache,
an abductive proof-procedure will provide as answer
yes, flu.
However, abductive reasoning has a very wide search space, and researchers soon
found out that it could be reduced by means of constraints [103]. Obviously the
integration also provides more expressivity to the abductive language, as the
user can now write constraints in his/her programs. This opened the path to
the development of a series of proof-procedures that integrate abductive reason-
ing with constraint propagation [104,69,3]. Abductive constraint programming
languages have been used for a variety of applications, including agents, plan-
ning, web service composition [2,1], web sites veriﬁcation [107] and two-player
games [87].
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3.4 Soft Constraints and Preferences
Classical constraints are statements that have to be satisﬁed in order to ob-
tain a feasible solution. Thus the role of a constraint solver is to ﬁnd a variable
assignment that satisﬁes all constraints. In several real-life scenarios, this ap-
proach is too rigid, since there may be no variable assignment that satisﬁes all
constraints. These scenarios often occur when constraints are used to formalize
desired properties rather than requirements that cannot be violated. Such de-
sired properties are not faithfully represented by constraints, but should rather
be considered as preferences, whose violation should be avoided as far as possible.
Soft constraints [24] provide one way to model such preferences, by extending
the classical constraint notion into a more general and ﬂexible one.
A soft constraint is just like a constraint, but instead of being only satisﬁed or
violated, it may have several levels of satisﬁability. Historically, ﬁrst a variety of
speciﬁc extensions of the basic constraint formalism have been introduced, such
as fuzzy constraints [129]. Later, these extensions have been generalized using
more abstract frameworks, which have been crucial in proving general proper-
ties and in identifying the relationship among the speciﬁc frameworks [24,133].
Moreover, for each of the speciﬁc classes, algorithms for solving problems speci-
ﬁed in the corresponding formalisms have been deﬁned. In fact, many techniques
and approaches to solve classical constraints, included constraint propagation,
have been generalized to work also with soft constraints.
In the semiring-based formalism [24], a soft constraint is a cost function, where
each assignment of the variables of the constraint is associated to an element
coming from an ordered set, whose properties are similar to those of a semiring.
This set contains all possible levels of preference (or costs, or quality, etc.),
of a variable assignment in the considered constraint class. For example, for
fuzzy constraints, the preference levels are values between 0 and 1, and higher
values are more preferred. Classical constraints can also be cast in this general
framework: in this case the preference set contains just two elements (true and
false,o rsatisﬁed and violated). The preference set also comes with an operation
to combine preference levels. This is useful to compute the satisﬁability level
of a complete variable assignment from those given by the constraints to the
portion of the assignment relevant to them. For example, in fuzzy constraints the
combination takes the minimum preference level, while in classical constraints
it is just a logical and,s i n c eall constraints need to be satisﬁed. A survey of the
various approaches to deal with soft constraints can be found in [113].
The notion of global constraints has been exploited also in the context of soft
constraints. For example, in [97] a general method to soften global constraints is
presented, which is based on the notion of a ﬂow in a graph, and several global
constraints are deﬁned in their soft version. Also, in [140] eﬃcient algorithms are
proposed to achieve generalized arc consistency for the soft global cardinality
constraint.
Classical CLP handles only standard constraint solving. Thus it is natural to
try to extend the CLP formalism in order to handle also soft constraints. A ﬁrst
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each constraint has a level of importance and a solution of a constraint problem is
found by respecting the hierarchyof constraints. The ﬁnite domain CLP language
clp(fd) [40] has been extended to handle semiring-based constraints, obtaining a
language paradigm called clp(fd,S) [93] where S is any semiring, chosen by the
user. By choosing one particular semiring, the user uses a speciﬁc class of soft
constraints: fuzzy, optimized, probabilistic, or even classical hard constraints.
The language SCLP [25] treats in a uniform way, and with the same underlying
machinery, all constraints that can be seen as instances of the semiring-based
approach:from optimization to satisfaction problems, from fuzzy to probabilistic,
prioritized, or uncertain constraints, and also multi-criteria problems, while still
being able to handle classical constraints. Syntactically, SCLP extends CLP by
allowing the presence of preference levels as the body of a clause. E.g., the
clause p(X,Y,N) :- (X+Y)/N. states that (X + Y )/N is the preference level to
be given to the assignment (X,Y,N) for constraint p. The usual three equivalent
semantics (model-theoretic, ﬁx-point, and operational) can be deﬁned also for
the SCLP paradigm, although suitably generalized to handle soft constraints.
4 Improvements, Solution Techniques
4.1 Integration with Operations Research
CLP(FD) is an eﬀective language to model and solve combinatorial problems.
However, there are other frameworks that address the same problems, such
as meta-heuristics, integer linear programming, population-based methods, etc.
CLP(FD) has unique advantages: there are many types of available constraints,
compared to integer linear programming that accepts only linear inequalities. It
supports complete solving algorithms, while local search or genetic algorithms
are usually incomplete (i.e., they might fail to produce a solution even if it
exists). On the other hand, there are some types of problems in which other
techniques are more eﬃcient. For this reason, various eﬀorts tried to merge algo-
rithms and solvers, in order to improve on both of them. The fact that CLP(FD)
is very general makes it the ideal playground to test the integration of diﬀerent
techniques.
One type of integration, already mentioned, is global constraints. In general,
the (generalized) arc-consistency propagation of an n-ary constraint is very ex-
pensive (see, e.g., [116]): since an n-ary constraint can encode a whole CSP,
removing all values that do not belong to a solution is in general NP-hard.
However, despite this worst-case complexity, there exist signiﬁcant constraints
of practical use that have polynomial-time, speciﬁc propagation algorithms. For
example, the alldifferent constraint uses results from graph theory, the global
cardinality constraint gcc computes the maximum ﬂow of a graph, all tech-
niques borrowed from Operations Research (OR). In OR there are very eﬃcient
algorithms to solve very speciﬁc tasks, however a slight change in the problem
formulation (e.g., a new constraint added by the user) can make a very good
algorithm inapplicable. CLP(FD), instead, is very general-purpose. In OR, com-
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in CLP(FD) it is trivial: just a matter of adding two constraints (alldifferent
and gcc) to the program, and they will automatically communicate through the
constraint store and the domains of the variables. The user does not even need
to know the details of the propagation algorithm.
Another key observation is that CLP(FD), being based on the concept of
consistency, is very oriented to solve satisﬁability problems, and optimization
problems are often converted into (sequences of) satisﬁability ones. OR, instead,
has a wide literature focussed on optimization problems, using bounds, relax-
ations, and cuts, to remove sub-optimal parts of the search space. Moreover,
arc-consistency reasons about one constraint at a time, meaning that if no con-
straint is able to perform pruning alone, no propagation occurs. This can be
partially solved using higher levels of consistency, also supported by languages
like CHR (Section 3.1), but this is not always a solution, since higher levels of
consistency require more computation time. Linear programming algorithms, in-
stead, navigate a polytope focussing only on the vertices carrying the best values
of objective function, so they have a more global view.
So, an interesting way to integrate CLP and OR is by trying to exploit both the
satisfaction-based techniques of CLP and the optimization-based tools of OR. A
simple idea is to use both a linear model and a CLP(FD) model at the same time:
if either of the two detects inconsistency, we can fail and backtrack. An important
information a linear solver provides is a bound: by giving up the integrality
constraint, the linear solver is able to compute an over-optimal solution. So,
if the linear relaxation of the current node gives a worse bound than the best
solution found so far, the current node can be pruned [34]. Moreover, the linear
solver is able to provide another piece of information, namely reduced costs.F o r
each variable xi in the linear model, the reduced cost ri is the derivative of the
objective function with respect to xi. Suppose we have a minimization problem
min(f), and that the linear relaxation provides a value LB (Lower Bound).
Suppose that we already know a solution with cost UB (Upper Bound). Of
course, if LB ≥ UB, we can fail and backtrack. Otherwise, suppose that there
is some variable xi that in the optimal solution of the linear relaxation takes
value 0, and suppose the reduced cost is 10. This means that, if we change the
value of xi to 1, the value of the objective function will increase of at least 10.
If LB +10≥ UB, then I cannot add 1 to xi, because that would mean going to
a worse solution than the current best, so we can remove the value 1 from the
domain of xi. This is called cost-based ﬁltering [80,90].
Other techniques from (integer) linear programming have been adapted to
include constraint programming. Column generation is a technique used in linear
programming to solve very large problems. The basic idea is that the simplex
algorithm uses a tableaux to represent the linear program, and uses reduced
costs to drive the search. Since reduced costs are the derivatives of the objective
function with respect to the variables in the current solution, if all reduced
costs are positive, then there is no way to reduce the value of the objective
function, i.e., we are in the optimal solution (global minimum). Otherwise, if
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variable will reduce the objective function, and the search continues. However,
if the tableaux contains a huge number of columns, ﬁnding a negative cost may
become a constraint satisfaction problem itself that can be solved with various
techniques, including constraint programming [96].
Bender’s decomposition is another technique used to solve very large prob-
lems. The whole problem is decomposed into a master problem and a sub-
problem, that will then communicate. One of the two could be more easily
solvable by an FD solver, while the other by a linear solver; this gives an in-
teresting pattern to have the two solvers communicate [70,17,98].
Finally,variousmethodsexisttointegratelocalsearchwithCLP[38,112,78,39].
4.2 Symmetry Breaking
In CLP and constraint reasoning in general, there are several techniques that
try to change the problem formulation to improve the eﬃciency of the solution
process. For example, some approaches include rewriting (through folding and
unfolding steps) a constraint logic program [77], to make it more eﬃcient for a
speciﬁc instance or a query. We will not go into further details, as the interested
reader will ﬁnd an exhaustive exposition in another chapter of this book [122].
Another interesting and useful idea is to try to remove some symmetrical
parts of the search space, by rewriting the constraint program or by adding (by
hand or automatically [108], in the CLP program) so-called symmetry breaking
constraints. In fact, the presence of symmetries can expand exponentially the
size of the search space. Consider, for example, a graph coloring problem: each
node of a graph should be assigned a color from a ﬁnite palette (the same one for
all nodes), with the constraint that two nodes connected with an arc should have
diﬀerent colors. Backtracking search will try to assign a value to a ﬁrst node, for
example color red to node N1. Suppose that, after constraint propagation and a
long search, we ﬁnd out that there is no solution with N1 = red: backtrack search
will now choose the second value in the domain of N1,s a yblue. However, since
the colors are symmetric, there is no solution with blue as well. This observation
can be used to reduce signiﬁcantly the search space. Other problems have many
more symmetries than the graph coloring. The classical benchmark problem in
this research area is the social golfer, which is an abstraction of many real-life
scenarios: N golf players want to play golf every week, in groups of M golfers;
we have to ﬁnd a schedule for W weeks such that no two players play in the
same group more than once.
A ﬁrst way to tackle this problem is by changing the constraint model, by
switching to a representation with no symmetries, or with a reduced number
of symmetries. The ﬁrst solution to the social golfer problem was implemented
by Stefano Novello in CLP [120]. The idea was to use a set representation (see
also Section 2.2): the position of elements in a set is immaterial, so the intrinsic
symmetry related to the order of the elements no longer exists.
Other solutions include ﬁnding the equivalence classes for the symmetries, and
adding constraints that are satisﬁed only by one representative of each equiv-
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the domain of a given node. Of course, this simple constraint will not always re-
move all the symmetries, but it usually greatly reduces the search space. When
the constraint problem is represented by a sequence of symmetric variables (i.e.,
every permutation of a solution is still a solution), one can impose that the vari-
ables are ordered. If the problem contains a matrix of variables, and exchanging
two lines or two columns of a solution yields another solution, a lexicographic
ordering between the rows/columns can be imposed [81].
In some cases, one has a very powerful heuristics for solving a CSP, and the
heuristic can become less eﬀective if we change the constraint model; in particular
the heuristic could be deceived by the addition of symmetry breaking constraints.
In those cases, one can revert to algorithms that break the symmetries during
search: i.e., after exploring (unsuccessfully) some part of the search space, they
prune the symmetrical parts of the already explored zones [114,92,79,72].
All these methods assume that the symmetries are already known; however,
there are also approaches trying to identify the symmetries from the speciﬁca-
tions [108]. In some cases, one tries to detect the symmetries from the general
model [33], without looking at the speciﬁc instance. E.g., the graph coloring
problem has symmetries in general, irrespectively of the particular graph we are
considering. In other cases, one tries to detect symmetries that hold only in the
given instance we are about to solve [86].
5 Applications
CLP has shown to be successfully used in many application domains. For space
reasons, we will just mention few of them, not intending to give a complete
survey. The reader can refer to existing surveys on CLP applications [137], as
well as on the chapter on applications of LP in this book [51].
In recent years, biology has been the source of interesting application problems
for the whole of computer science, due to the large volume of data and the
combinatorial nature of many scenarios. CLP, and constraint programming in
general, has been recently applied to some of these problems [10]. In particular,
CLP has been used to tackle the protein structure prediction problem, which is
one of the most challenging problems in biological sciences, and which can be seen
as an optimization problem [48,55]. The complexity of constraint propagation
was also studied [49]. The results obtained on small proteins show that CLP
can be employed for studying protein simpliﬁed models. The advantage of CLP
over other approaches lies in the rapid software prototyping, in the easy way
of encoding heuristics, and in the several eﬃcient constraint-based techniques,
such as constraint propagation, to prune huge search spaces.
Constraint logic programming was also used to reason about spatial and tem-
poral data, and a CLP solver was integrated with a geographical information
system. One practical applications was the study of the mating habit of the
crested porcupine [125], in which information is gathered through radio-collars
and processed by a CLP program.
Planning and scheduling have always been two of the main application ar-
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a timing to the various tasks composing a complex activity, and often, other
resources. As such, it has various specializations: in sport scheduling [131] one
wants to ﬁx the matches of a tournament; in school timetabling [132,86] the
aim is deciding when and where lessons take place, in crew rostering we have
to ﬁnd a sequencing of a given set of duties into rosters satisfying operational
constraints [34], etc. [30,36]. CLP(FD) has proved to be very successful in this
area mainly because of an important global constraint, called cumulative.T h i s
constraint relates the start times, the durations, and the resource consumptions
of a set of tasks, and it ensures that in any instant of time, the total resource
consumption of the tasks being executed does not exceed a given limit. So, for a
school timetabling, one can state that the rooms are resources: if in a school there
are R available rooms, there cannot be more that R lessons at the same time.
Teachers can also be considered as resources: two contemporary lessons cannot
involve the same teacher, and so on. There are various implementations of the
cumulative constraint, that give diﬀerent balances of computational complexity
(usually from O(n2)t oO(n3)) and achieved pruning.
Planning, instead, is the problem of ﬁnding a sequence of actions that, taken
in the correct order, achieve a given goal. Each action has pre-conditions and
post-conditions, and the automatic planner must ensure that the post-conditions
of some action do not invalidate the pre-conditions of the subsequent actions.
CLP(FD) is useful to detect such possible situations, called threats [14,13], and
to implement the temporal reasoning [121]. Also, some notable works propose
to implement action description languages in CLP(FD) [62].
A remarkable amount of work in CLP is connected with database theories and
applications. Considering the theory, the semantics of the U-Datalog language
is cast through a CLP semantics, and, in particular, updates in rule bodies
are speciﬁed through constraints [118]. Constraints are also used to schedule
the transactions in a distributed database [111]. Constraints are also useful to
represent incomplete information, e.g., in temporal-probabilistic databases [106].
CLP(FD) was used to ﬁnd an optimal placement of sirens to alert the popu-
lation in Venice of the high tide [9]. The map of the city is divided by a grid into
cells, and for each cell a number of features is recorded, such as the average and
maximum height of the buildings, their density, etc. The authors use a simulator
to compute the sound propagation, and they relate the sound propagation with
the position of the sirens through constraints. The objective is to ﬁnd the best
placement (that minimizes the number of sirens) such that in each cell the signal
strength is greater than or equal to a given threshold.
Other authors [76] tackle the problem of detecting excess of pollution in the
Venice lagoon. Every day, information is acquired through sensors, and fed to
a decision support system. The system is implemented in CLP, and uses con-
straints to model the propagation of pollutants in the lagoon; it is able to provide
suggestions to the Venice Water Magistracy on which implants to close, which
to relocate, etc, to keep the level of pollution within acceptable levels.
The system LODE [91] applies CLP to reason about temporal information in
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in understanding temporal relations in textual information, and such software
helps them by proposing stories and exercises.
Veriﬁcation is a very important application of CLP, that has been deeply
studied by many authors in Italy and abroad. It is also a vast discipline, that
includes important applications of theoretical and practical importance, such as
security veriﬁcation [57,44,16]. We will not delve into this fascinating discipline,
because it is the subject of another chapter of this book [59].
6 Conclusions
Constraint Logic Programming is a computation paradigm that joins the theo-
retical features of Logic Programming (declarative semantics, soundness, com-
pleteness) with an important range of practical applications. However, additional
eﬀorts are needed to make it more widely applicable. Features such as uncer-
tainty, multi-agent reasoning, lack of data, and vast amounts of information,
just to cite few examples, should be fully integrated and satisfactorily handled
in CLP-style languages if we want CLP to be successfully used also in more
modern applications. We also see two other threats to the spreading of the CLP
technology into the industrial world. One is the lack of a common syntax: as
already hinted in Section 2.1, every CLP(FD) solver has itw own syntax for
deﬁning domains, and same constraints can have diﬀerent names. There are
standardisation eﬀorts, and new modelling languages such as (Mini)Zinc [119]
become more and more supported by CLP systems, but still the goal of a com-
monly agreed language seems far away. A second threat comes from imperative
and object-oriented languages: many solvers are now available also with C++
(ILOG2, Gecode [134]) or Java syntax (Choco, Jacop3, JsetL [128]), giving up the
gains coming from logic programming, but with the advantage of an easier inte-
gration into already developed applications. To keep up with those solvers, CLP
languages should either provide new features, unapplicable to imperative/OOP
languages, or have better integration with real world applications, with ability
to develop attractive user interfaces, access to web services, and so on. Finally,
CLP languages are usually tailored for the experienced user: one can develop ex-
tremely eﬃcient search strategies, and heuristics for solving a speciﬁc problem,
even with integration of diﬀerent solvers, but these technologies are often out of
reach for the naive user. CLP has taken the opposite viewpoint with respect to,
e.g., SAT, MIP or ASP solvers: in those languages the user has only to state the
problem, and the solver will choose a good strategy to solve it. Research try-
ing to bridge the gap between the unexperienced user and the state-of-the-art
technology could really boost the widespreading of the CLP word.
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